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Summary 
 
William “Willy” Naft (né Moishe Wolf) born on June 16, 1920 in Kielce, Poland; mother “She 
was so beautiful,” (according to William) lovingly says “She died from evil eye, people were so 
jealous.”; red head father-shoemaker, William eldest child, 3 brothers, 1 sister (blonde), as later 
disclosed in interview, William only one to survive the Holocaust; family business, crafting shoe 
uppers, William in later years would later design/fabricate for wife numerous pairs; discussion 
grandparents; family “well to do, very religious”, Jewish education, spoke only Yiddish in home, 
William wanted to learn Polish but parents forbade school attendance due to risk of physical 
hits, anti-Semitisms; discussion of other Holocaust survivors returning to Kielce 1946 and being 
killed; discussion closeness between his siblings; William discusses 1939 Kielce German 
occupation, food deprivation, family flees to a farm, Nazi kill a boy with a sled because they 
didn’t like the boy’s father; on January 1, 1939 the entire family sent to Treblinka except for 
William, selected for slave labor Kielce-HASAG carrying flour sacks; Polish Nazi guard favored 
William but murdered his friend; William discusses pre-war arrest for joining the Bund, wrote 
fellow prisoners’ names on his belt so when he escapes, could try to help them; captured along 
with four others, beaten for taking small pieces meat from butcher lady, “She put her life in 
danger to help us,” Nazis told them to dig hole for their execution but William survives, sent to 
Buchenwald; May 1945 10-day transport to Czechoslovakia,  one piece bread saved in 
backpack, people on train yellow, with three others, jumping from train when it slows; 
sheltered by German farmer; following years malnutrition, having difficulty digesting food, 
sleeping in barn; liberated by US, relative in US assists William obtain visa 1948; cousin working 
in Treblinka confirms for William that his family had been murdered at Treblinka; receiving apt 
(Czechoslovakia), finding great happiness with Czechs “nicest people in the world,” falls in love 
with beautiful German girl who didn’t want to come to US, exchanges letters; arrival to NY 
1949; move to Chicago, not able to speak English, falls in love with Emma nee Hoffenberg who 
only speaks English; work in tailor shop; marriage to Emma on his birthday 1949; drafted into 
US Army, “roughest life,” suffers anxiety, medical discharge; two children Barbara & Stuart; 
closing thoughts – the Holocaust was opposite of “You treat me with stones & I shall treat you 
like a king, e.g. You shall love your neighbor as yourself.”; William sings his original melody to 
“Ani Ma'amin” & also sings “Ya'aseh shalom” then shares family photographs, post-war picture 
shaking hands with friend who also jumped from train; ID & pictures with friends in Regensburg 
DP camp where William worked in boot making; photograph of family; William talks about 
survivors sharing Holocaust experience with their children; photographs of grandchildren; 
William sings another tune about old age. 
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